
Insur.Cap
Redefining insurance. One image at a time.



The data point problem

Incumbent doesn’t have the “touch point” capability  
of dataset, to ingest the customer lifestyle data point.

Ok, IoT & wearables might help insurer, but are to 
costly and still only deterministic through 

transactional data.



Problem

1. Traditional insurance methods often lack agility, complex 
jargon, paperwork and outdated systems, resulting in 
inefficiencies and delays in risk assessment and coverage. 

2. Gap between insurance offerings (technology tools & 
features) and the needs of the digital generation.

3. The absence of proactive risk prevention strategies leaves 
gaps in mitigating emerging hazards, posing challenges in 
comprehensive risk management within conventional 
insurance frameworks.



Solution
Insur.Cap transforms risk management through 
algorithmically driven augmented underwriting, employing AI 
and computer vision with image-caption fusion for 
comprehensive coverage, resolving limitations in traditional 
insurance processes.

Our platform streamlines LAMs processes, predicts risks 
proactively, and fosters accessible communication through 
chatbot based conversation flow.



Solution
Resolving Issues & Simplifies Insurance processes:

● Empowering users with proactive risk prevention strategic 
advice (early hazard mitigation)

● Utilizing AI technology and computer vision to transform 
images for reliable risk assessment

● Providing a chat-based, user centric interface platform for 
accessible insurance discussions

● Personalized coverage with tailored “on-demand” 
personalized insurance plans
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Business Model
Stage Revenue stream Value proposition AI use

Early Adopters 
MVP

-Freemium
-Premium subscription

Proactive Risk Prevention enticing users to explore 
advanced features through subscription

State of the art AI model 

Open Source pilot & PoC

Growth -Premium subscription
-Enterprise level pricing
-Brokerage FEE

Advanced AI Vision Capture & proprietary feature for 
Algorithmically driven augmented underwriting 
empowering enterprises with efficient and 
customizable risk assessment tools [Ontology - 
imagery dataset & algorithmic taxonomy]

Proprietary Slm 

Mature -Premium subscription
-Licensing fees for plug & play
-Marketplace based transactions 
-Brokerage FEE

Proprietary-own Llm & library plug-and-play solution 
available example in the Microsoft Application 
Marketplace, AZURE, AWS, Google Cloud …

Established LAMs Ontology framework for imagery 
dataset for the Algorithmic-Augmented Underwriting

Proprietary LAMs



www.insuranceeurope.eu

http://www.insuranceeurope.eu




Market {digital insurance distribution}



Market



Road Map

11 / 2023 12 / 2023 1 / 2024 2 / 2024

Idea 
conceptualization

Proof of concept 
ideation

Demo prototype Hackathon 
competition
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/insur-cap/

https://databutton.com/v/fn0hgnv6

https://www.linkedin.com/company/insur-cap/
https://databutton.com/v/fn0hgnv6


Insur.Cap
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/aleš-furlanič

ales.furlanic@gmail.com

#ChatGPT 🤖prompt result of my LinkedIn

Oh, god, where do I even start? 
I'm a Digital Anthropologist, and I'm all 
about using technology to solve 
problems and drive innovation. 

I mean, who needs a hammer when 
you have a computer, am I right?

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ale%C5%A1-furlani%C4%8D
mailto:ales.furlanic@gmail.com

